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What a difference five years makes. In 2000, the Silicon Flatirons Telecommunications Program held its first conference on “Telecommunications Law for the Twenty First Century,” with my opening remarks and essay titled “Paradigm Changes In Telecommunications Regulation.”1 That essay focused on the central themes of that conference, concluding with the observation that “Congress did not fully grasp the importance of the internet” in drafting the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and that the questions around “how to treat the internet will only heat up in the years to come.”2 Today, such observations are not only conventional wisdom, but Congress and other commentators have begun to debate how to craft a new statutory framework for an Internet age.3

Our conference on “Rewriting The Telecom Act” focused on the critical set of themes related to regulating digital broadband communications. As Chairman Powell noted in his remarks, a critical effort to ensure sound competition policy in the digital age is to promote the development of a third (and fourth) broadband pipe.4 Of the contenders for the title of the third broadband pipe, the best prospects center on the development of new wireless technologies, such as the much-hyped WiMAX standard.5 On most accounts, however, the promises of wireless broadband rest on the shoulders of spectrum policy

---

2. Id. at 842.
Without freeing up spectrum for new uses and facilitating more flexibility in how spectrum is used—either through a “commons” or “property rights” model—we may still be talking about the prospects for a third broadband pipe in another five years.

The contributions that Gerry Faulhaber, Ellen Goodman, Jim Speta, and Travis Litman make to the debate on spectrum policy are critically important. Together, they raise four questions regarding spectrum reform: (1) how can the inarguable benefits of a property rights system be put into practice; (2) whether any concerns about fairness (i.e., unjust enrichment) should influence spectrum policy; (3) how can new, smart technologies such as cognitive radios facilitate more effective uses of spectrum; and (4) what political forces will lead Congress to take the steps necessary to update our spectrum policy. Notably, the last question may well be the hardest of the three, but Jim Speta effectively engages that issue. Unfortunately, his call for a thorough re-thinking of spectrum policy as part of comprehensive telecommunications law reform does not seem to be taking hold on Capitol Hill.

The debate about the proper substantive and institutional strategy for the Federal Communications Commission are, as former Chairman Powell put it, “really hard” and “not a simple matter.” For starters, the deregulatory initiative in airlines, for example, represented a case where the industry was structurally competitive and regulation constituted an impediment to competition. As Alfred Kahn so wonderfully explains, the challenges of telecommunications regulation are more difficult. “Telephone regulation, in contrast [to airline regulation], set the prices and other conditions of sale on services whose supply was believed to be best handled by designated franchised ‘natural’ monopolists. . . .” The case for deregulation of industries such as telecommunications has to be that monopoly is no longer the most efficient form of supply, if it ever was; and that competition, once released from governmental restraint on the one side and subsidization of competitors on the other, will serve the


public far better than public utility-type regulation."

In considering the proposal offered by Kevin Werbach related to how to conceptualize the emerging telecommunications environment, readers can appreciate the great extent to which this field presents significant intellectual barriers to entry. After all, to understand telecommunications regulation, one must focus not only on a complex statute, but dynamic technologies and economic principles. The difficulty in understanding these issues, along with an array of institutional challenges in implementing the Act, help explain why, to Richard Notebaert’s great frustration, regulatory decisions do not proceed at “Internet time.”

The frontiers ahead and the appropriate scope of a new Telecom Act will not be decided in the very near term. Chairman Powell’s suggestion of a self-executing deregulation model is now being considered, albeit in a bill over three times the length that he recommended. Similarly, Congress is now considering instituting the broadcast flag proposal, so Molly van Houweling’s analysis of that proposal—which was invalidated on account of a lack of jurisdiction—is most timely.

The realities of legislation on any topic, particularly one as complex as telecommunications, is that developing thoughtful policy approaches will take time. In that respect, the work of the Journal on Telecommunications and High Technology Law is critically important. It’s a great pleasure to see that, as the need for a new statutory framework increases and the challenges grow more complicated, the University of Colorado has a terrific group of students committed to searching for thoughtful answers and producing a Journal that continues to reach new heights.
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